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PREFACE 
 

I am a student at Hindu College, Delhi University, and currently 

undertaking a Bachelor's degree with Botany being my core subject. 

Besides being an enthusiast in the field of Life sciences. I have always 

taken a keen interest in Politics and social and cultural issues of the 

current times. I strongly believe that sincere concern on part of the 

youth and active participation can resolve such issues, and therein lies 

my principal motivation for having applied for this prestigious 

program. Being an ardent follower of Gandhi, I believe that the use of 

force or undesirable imposition is not necessary to achieve desired 

goals. As long as the motives are sincere and honest, results will be 

seen, and small changes can make a huge difference. 

When I got know about this internship programme of Rakshak 

Foundation i was keen on going for this internship because I was 

impressed the way the whole programme had been designed. It was 

very unique as it focussed on those issues which affect everyone in 

some way or the other. If the issues relating to these areas could tackle 

effectively with proper implementation at all levels then a proper 

system could come into effect. 

Rakshak foundation focuses on all those areas which are core to one’s 

survival. Being a non-profit organization it seeks to produce such 

results in the form of solutions which are very practical in day to day 

life as they are a result of month long research work. 
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Executive Summary 

 

This paper aims to study existing gap in primary and secondary education mainly 

focuses current status of primary education in India and the possible ways to 

improve the system. A study of government schemes such as Sarva Shiksha 

Abhiyan and Mid day meal scheme has been done to understand their working and 

loopholes. Also major focus has also been given on the prevalent gaps in the 

current primary education system. Government schemes play an important role in 

enhancing the primary education system so that it is accessible to all without any 

further costs. Education has been a key issue both for the central and the state 

government and the citizens of the country. The project studies what exactly 

education is and it’s the various aspects. Education does not mean scoring well on 

your report card it means that you should be actually learning something and 

gaining knowledge. With increasing cut-throat competition the true nature of 

education is declining which is affecting the whole education system and the 

economy at large. 

The role of Ministry of Human Resource Development in providing basic level 

education to all through various schemes, such as Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan, so as to 

promote and highlight the importance of education and increase the enrolment of 

students, though not much increase has been seen in the quality of education. 

The project also throws a light on NCERT (National Council of Educational 

Research and Training) which is the main and the apex body for designing school 

curriculum in our country. It focuses on the key objectives which NCERT keeps in 

mind while making the curriculum for both primary and secondary level. 

Analyzing the current status of primary education on various parameters such as 

infrastructure availability, teacher quality, quality learning and efficiency of 

government shows that sincere efforts need to be made for significant 

development in primary education. The role of important public figures and 

partners has also been highlighted which can help the government to improve the 
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primary education system and make the masses realize the need for basic primary 

education. 

Key Findings: 

 The importance of education, its real meaning and the current status of 

Primary education in India. 

 The role of Ministry of Human Resource and Development in providing 

basic education to all through its schemes. 

 NCERT role in designing the curriculum and the key objectives it keeps in 

mind while designing the same. 

 Attitudes and mind-set of children, parents, teachers, administrators and 

government towards education. 

 Gaps which exist in primary education and ways to improve the same. 
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1. Introduction 
 

1.1 Background Information  

Since the inception of mankind a lot of emphasis has been given on sharing and 

dissemination of knowledge. But the meaning has been misinterpreted since a very 

long time. After seeing and studying the Indian educational system one realizes 

that qualitative learning is actually not taking place. Merely reading few texts, 

solving long pages equations does not guarantee that a person is learning 

something and acquiring knowledge. With changing times the views of masses are 

also changing. In India, earlier people perceived education as a means of survival 

and as a criterion to show their status in the society. They understood that one 

who holds a number of degrees are the most educated and most proficient people. 

They had a very rigid mindset and a strict set of views for the same. They often 

thought getting educated was possible only for the people who had money and 

were influential ones. This is true to an extent as this notion still persists in many 

parts of India 

As time changed things have changed and people have become a little broader in 

their approach towards education and various areas associated with it. In today’s 

date there are people who think that getting one’s education is a means of earning 

money and deriving profits out of it. Whereas on the other hand there are people 

who think being educated means being aware of one’s surroundings and having a 

better sense of understanding of things around us. But, today a common notion 

which exist is that the main aim of being educated is to hold a job which gives you 

all the luxuries of life irrespective of the fact that we are learning or gaining any 

knowledge or not. The traditional meaning of education has changed but it has 

now been replaced by even more rigid set of views. 

NCERT and its role: 

The Indian education system has been viewed as one that teaches its students 

always to rote learn rather than focussing on complete development of the 

individual by understanding what is being taught. Our educational system has been 

divided into primary and secondary level education. Here comes the role of NCERT 

http://www.ncert.nic.in/
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(National Council of Educational Research and Training) which is the nodal agency 

responsible for designing the curriculum. It also advises the central and state 

government on various policies and programmes for qualitative improvement in 

school education. Curriculum designing is very crucial to school level education 

because it outlines how a particular set of course need to be taught. The way a 

subject determines its understanding among the pupils.  The recent changes in 

curriculum both at the primary and secondary level indicate that NCERT is now 

also focussing on quality learning and holistic development of the individual so as 

to prepare individual with the challenges of the outer world. 

Role of Ministry Human Resource Development: 

Education in India falls under the control of both Centre and State government 

with both having the responsibility to ensure basic level primary education for all 

under various articles of the Indian constitution provide for education as a 

fundamental right. Government has been very active to so as to ensure that 

primary education reaches every household and no child is deprive from it. 

The Ministry of Human Resource and Development is responsible for development 

of human resources. It works through two departments namely Department of 

school education and literacy and Department of Higher Education. The former 

deals with development of school education and literacy and ensures education for 

all under “universalisation of education” principle. Department of higher education 

is basically concerned with education matters at the higher level and bringing in 

opportunities of world class level. The Ministry has played a key and a vital role in 

increasing enrolment in primary and secondary education through its various 

schemes and programmes. And it has been successful to an extent. Here basically 

the focus will be on schemes falling under the Department of school education and 

literacy. One of the major and important scheme being Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan 

(SSA) which aims at free and compulsory education for all children from age 6-14 

years. Enrolment has enhanced but the quality being delivered is low. 

Despite so many efforts by the Government the results say a different story 

altogether. The Annual Status of Education Report-2011 facilitated by Pratham 

shows on a broad level that despite government is spending a considerable 

http://mhrd.gov.in/
http://ssa.nic.in/
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amount of money in area of Primary Education but qualitative learning is not 

taking place. An increase in the enrolment of children, teacher attendance and 

having good infrastructure at school does not ensure quality learning. Funds are 

being utilised for the same but the quality of the output poses serious questions. 

Current status of Primary Education in India:   

The current situation can be defined in a by saying that efforts are being made by 

the government but the problem lies in implementing those schemes and 

programmes and making parents and children aware of these and making them 

realize its importance and future prospect.  

There are so many gaps on part of both state governments as well central 

governments as well lack of self-consciousness among parents. Lack of highly 

motivated teachers and lazy attitude of officials who deal with fund allocation adds 

to this situation.  

Funds are being utilize so that it can be shown in records and same is the case with 

enrolments. They are done but hardly any students turn up for classes. This is not 

the case everywhere. They are parts of the country SSA and Mid day meal schemes 

are working well due to proper co-ordination and understanding between Parents, 

Teachers, Children and the local governments. 

 

1.2 Main Problems, their scope and impact on the society 

Basic study and analysis of the topic was able to locate the main problem which is 

responsible for this wide and long gap since a very long time. A problem does not 

arise suddenly it’s the result due to lack of negligence over a span of years. Same is 

the case when it comes to education sector. With continuous globalization we 

needed to upgrade our system but in that up gradation we forgot the basics which 

were important in providing education to our children. The way our study courses 

have been designed from primary level till the secondary level really doesn’t co-

ordinate with an individual’s over all development. Loopholes have been identified 

in the current curriculum being followed and but sincere efforts need to be taken. 
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The way we study and learn today will determine our understanding tomorrow. 

The gap which exists between primary and secondary education is not only 

curriculum related but also a number of other factors are also responsible.  

Social attitudes: 

Cultural differences and disparities which exist in our country also pose as a major 

problem to this issue. Some cultures in our country see education not as a tool for 

one’s development but they its wastage of one’s time and money and henceforth 

children are deprived of the basic education to which they are entitled to. They feel 

that it’s better that the child stays at home and helps in other odd jobs. Parents are 

not ready have a change of mindset which would be beneficial to their own 

children. It’s not that this scenario is prevalent in rural areas only it has been 

slowly gaining growth in urban areas also. A common thought that prevails is 

receiving education won’t really give them anything or help them in future. They 

think that they can meet their daily requirements by other means also therefore 

there is no need for them to get educated. These views are not polished but they 

still exist on a general consensus all over the country. On the other hand people are 

very aware of the fact that education is the chief defence toll of the nation. And 

they are ready to acquire it irrespective of the fact what kind of background they 

come from. On a concluding we can say that it’s a continuous unending cycle. What 

the parents learn today they will pass the same to their future generations. Since 

we all live under the same society and this mindset keeps on passing as we all are 

linked like a chain. A number of opinions exist today some are agree that education 

will serve great purposes ahead and some don’t feel the need. Parents also think 

that even receiving the basic primary education need huge amount of resources 

today. All these views which individuals as parents are holding is affecting the 

society. 

Lack of implementation: 

When we see the problem from government side it says a different story 

altogether. The Ministry Of Human Resource Development which looks into the 

education matters of the country has made sincere efforts so as to promote and 

enhance education at various levels. Through its two departments that is 
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Department of school education and literacy and Department of higher education 

it aims to bring every individual at par. The Dept of SE & L has its eyes set on the 

“universalization of education” and making better citizens out of our young 

brigade. They believe that education plays a very important in developing 

leadership qualities, secularism and socialism. 

The department through its various schemes and programmes aims at increasing 

enrolment in schools especially at primary level so that children come out of their 

homes and see the real world and get ready for it. With the formulation of National 

Policy on Education (1988) a number of programmes and schemes have been 

started for achieving Universal Elementary Education (UEE).For example 

Operation Black Board, Shiksha Karmi Project, Lok Jumbish Programme, Mahila 

Samakhya, District Primary Education Programme etc. [1] The Sarva Shiksha 

Abhiyan (SSA) has been operational since 2000-2001 is implemented as India’s 

main programme for universalising primary or elementary education. It basically 

aims at universal access and retention, bridging of gender and social category gaps 

in education and enhancement of learning levels of children 

Despite so many schemes the problem still persists. The major problem lies on the 

part of government is that the way these schemes are being implementing. Clearly, 

it can be seen that people are not aware of these efforts by the government hence 

they cannot take its advantage. As a result of which the funds allocated by the 

union government are often not utilised properly by the authorities under it and 

after all the profit has been divided hardly any amount is left which can be used for 

the development of infrastructure and promotion of the various schemes. Because 

there is also a lack of transparency in the money being allocated leads to wrong 

functioning of the whole system. There is also a lack of interest and trust which 

people have in the policies of government because they have this common notion 

that nothing will be happen. 

 

Also lack of highly motivated teachers worsens the problem which directly affects 

the children. There is a lack of trust in the system by Parents. In most cases Parents 

are not aware of efforts by government and in others schools don’t work properly 
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therefore parents withdraw their children out of school. They think it’s a waste of 

time to send their wards to schools. 

All the reasons which have been cited above including the attitudes and mindset of 

parents , ineffective implementation of schemes on the part of government  and 

making the masses aware about them and lack proper infrastructures such as lack 

of basic facilities and competent teachers and also the way the curriculum is 

design. All these factors add up and are responsible for the current existing gaps in 

primary education. 

Impact on society: 

If the current situation prevails it will hamper the growth of the nation It will not 

only affect the individual development but also the economic development of the 

country. We are aware of the fact that though the enrolment of children has 

increased in primary education due to varied reasons ranging from efforts by 

government to awareness created by nongovernmental organization (NGO’s) and 

also the slight change in attitudes of people. But, the quality which is being 

delivered poses a serious question. If the utilisation of the government funds is the 

main criteria for development and quality learning plays no role then obviously 

one should not expect any kind of development to take place. Also the current gaps 

in the present primary education needs to be addressed properly so taht we can 

achieve a good system .The society is affected at large because this will create 

individuals who will work only because they need to for a living. Then, the whole 

meaning education is lost because we need to create good and well aware future 

citizens of their responsibilities not individuals who think education as a means of 

deriving profits. And make business out of it. 

 

 

1.3 Goals and Objectives 

The primary objective of this research is to look into the existing gap in primary 

and secondary education and give possible ways to overcome the same. When we 

talk about education a number of factors play a key role like the curriculum being 
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taught at both the levels, the kind of infrastructure present, how motivated and 

knowledgeable the teachers are and also the quality of teaching that takes place. 

Education serves a number of purposes from making responsible citizens to 

individuals who are holistic in their approach. But the current image has been 

distorted. For maximum people it means to earn a huge salary but they should 

realize education does not aim at this. Through this project we try and convey that 

how important education is and more importantly the quality of education which 

needs to be delivered. The basic step was to look into the literature view of 

education and seeing and studying how the whole system has evolved and how it is 

currently working both at the primary and secondary level. 

National Council of Educational Research and Training (NCERT) being the apex 

and nodal agency in our country is responsible for designing the curriculum for 

school education and guides and assists the union and state government in 

formulation of policies. To study what are the key objectives NCERT keeps in view 

while making the curriculum. 

An idea is born as a result of deliberate discussions and debates. When people 

from various fields and areas meet and a lot of opinions come to say then a perfect 

model takes place in existence. One of the aims of this project is to define a 

framework and set the stage for local and national debates so as to come a 

consensus to bring the desired change. 

Today the current status of education in our country is such that if proper 

attention is not paid to this issue the future consequences will hamper the growth 

of our country. We need active public figures who can promote the importance of 

primary education which is very basic to one’s development and how it helps to 

shape the whole economy. These figures will help the masses realize that how 

quality education can change one’s development and its future prospects. 

We also need to create practical solutions which will help to overcome a number of 

problems which the primary education is facing today. The solutions would 

primarily focus on holistic development of the children and ensure that funds are 

not wasted. Help them to identify the real meaning of education and how can they 
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contribute to the nation’s development. It would also suggest possible ways of how 

to improve the current infrastructure and facilities available at their disposal. 
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2. Methodology 
2.1 Literature Search 

For understanding any problem one needs to study the background of the problem 

effectively so as get an idea how the problem came to existence and what are the 

reasons for its prevalence. As this project demanded to study the basics which 

revolved around education, curriculum designing, the role of the various agencies 

and ministries in providing quality to all one had to do a deep analysis of the 

literature available and so as to acquaint with the project. 

Started with the very basic question that what is education .As plethora of reports 

and articles were available to answer this question it was really important to get 

the correct set of information as people had different views and thoughts which 

were conflicting at times. Literature helped me to understand the various 

principles governing education today and in the past. It gave me an idea that how 

and why the meaning of education has change, the education system which existed 

in India during the past years and how it has evolved over the period of time. 

The next question was to be addressed was in context of curriculum. The various 

reports mentioned on the site of NCERT helped me to understand the role of 

NCERT in framing the curriculum at the school level and what all key points it 

keeps in mind while designing the same. As these reports were the result by yearly 

studies and research therefore they were more reliable sources of information as 

compared to any other source. 

Annual report by ASER-2011(Annual Status of Education Report) facilitated by 

PRATHAM was a good source of understanding the current status of primary 

education in India. It helped me to understand the various skills and techniques 

that one needs to kept in mind while conducting a survey at a national scale 

especially when the issue is of core importance to the nation’s economic 

development and progress. 

Reports which were available on web portals of National University of Educational 

Planning and Administration (NUEPA) helped to understand the current status of 

primary education and the gaps which exist within the primary system. 
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2.2 Field Visits 

Field visits played key role in understanding how schools are functioning and 

especially schemes like Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan and Mid Day meal scheme and their 

working at the local level as well as state level. These visits involved visiting 

primary schools in rural areas of Nankari and Madhena which helped me to 

understand the present status of primary education in these villages. The 

infrastructure and the lack of teachers were two important points came out in 

Nankari Primary School. The staff and teachers were highly motivated both at 

Nankari and Madhena but there was a lack of proper buildings and basic facilities 

such as drinking water and washrooms for children. Also these field visits help to 

establish relations between what is mentioned in reports and what the scenario is 

in reality. 

2.3 Meetings and Interviews 

With my mentor:  

Under the guidance of Sir the project had progressed well since the very beginning. 

All the conversations happened over the phone or through mails. A very simple 

approach was kept in mind while studying the whole project. Sir had asked to limit 

and do a focus study as the topic revolved around a lot of things which could not 

been done in a two month’s study. Therefore, literature review and journals were 

thoroughly read so as to gain a strong base in the area of Primary education its 

current status and future prospects. Slow and deep study lead to the development 

of an outline of the whole project.  Hence worth the further studies were done in 

areas of Primary education and its current status, understanding the Gaps which 

exist in the same. Also a literature review was done for topics like what is 

Education, the role of HRD ministry and NCERT in designing the curriculum. 
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With Others: 

Date Name Designation  Topic of Discussion 

June 28, 2012. State Project 

Director’s 

Office, New 

Delhi. 

Consultant-Sarva 

Shiksha Abhiyan 

To understand the 

functioning of SSA and 

problems being faced 

by the government 

June 28,2012 Office of East 

Delhi Municipal 

Corporation 

Additional 

Director(Education) 

 

To understand the 

working of SSA and Mid 

Day Meal Scheme at the 

municipal level. Also 

the psychology and 

mindset of parents and 

children. 

June 29, 2012. Office Deputy 

Director of 

Education(Shah

dra South Zone) 

Various officials and 

Teachers. 

Understand the 

problems being faced 

by teachers in the 

current system. 

July 9,2012 Nankari 

Primary School, 

Kanpur. 

Incharge of Nankari 

Primary School, 

Kanpur 

To understand the 

efficiency of SSA in a 

primary school located 

in rural area. 

July 9, 2012 Madhena Incharge of Madhena Problems faced by 
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Primary School, 

Kanpur. 

Primary School, 

Kanpur. 

 

Teachers and Children. 

Also the understand the 

existence of rigid 

attitude of parents. 

 
 

 

Please refer Appendix A for details* 
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3. Current NGO and Government Efforts 

 
 

Education is a very serious and an important issue. Not only because it is 

concerned with one’s development also related to the nation’s progress. Education 

is a basic human right and a significant factor in the development of children, 

communities, and countries.  

While the project is basically on primary education as it an enabling factor for 

participation and freedom, for trading a life with dignity and overcoming basic 

deprivation, secondary education is the gateway for prosperity, for transforming 

the economy and establishing social justice in any country. It opens the world of 

work to the youth of the country and contributes to socio economic development 

of the Community.  The Ministry of Human Resource Development (HRD) since the 

time it was instituted in 1985 has been trying to provide a strong basic level 

primary education to all through its policy initiatives, various schemes and 

programmes. It has been playing a key role in establishing socio-economic 

stability. As citizens are the most important assets of the nation they need to have 

a strong foundation so as we can have good citizens out of the huge young 

population. 

 
Policy Initiatives: 

In line with the goal of nation building, India has been committed to providing free 

and compulsory education to all children. Towards this end, Indian Parliament has 

enacted a legislation making free and compulsory education a Right of every child 

in the age group 6-14 years which has come into force from 1st April, 2010. 

Building upon the existing capacities and recognizing the immense contribution to 

nation building that the large network of educational institutions has made in the 

post independent India; the country has embarked upon a second phase of 

expansion and establishment of centres of excellence in higher education. It is 

envisioned that strengthening the two ends of the spectrum, namely, elementary 

education and higher/technical education would help in meeting the objectives of 

expansion, inclusion and excellence in education. 
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Primary education 

Since primary education the one which a child receives during his/her initial years 

of schooling therefore a lot emphasis need to be given on the content being taught 

at schools and the way it is being taught. During these initial years the child 

develops an understanding of the outer world and also his/her interests in various 

areas. Therefore, it becomes really important that the primary education being 

delivered to the children takes care of there all needs. But, this isn’t happening 

really. Only a few can afford this quality primary education. Therefore it becomes 

important on the part of the government to ensure compulsory and quality 

education for all at all levels especially primary. 

Though a lot has been done on the government part so as to ensure quality 

education for all but the real situation say’s it all. The Ministry through their 

scheme, policies and programmes makes sure that the purpose is delivered and the 

education reaches to those also who really cannot afford it. Along with providing 

education to them the government also ensure that they get healthy and nutritious 

food and healthy environment which fosters their development. 

In the subsequent paragraphs a brief account of government schemes have be 

mentioned. This is done so as to make the reader aware available of the current 

government schemes at the level of primary schooling. But only Sarva Shiksha 

Abhiyan and Mid Day meal schemes have been of key importance in this report. 

Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan 
 

It is India’s currently most widespread programme operational since 2000-2001.It 

was launched as a part to impart universal elementary/primary education to all. It 

aims at bridging social and gender gaps which are prevalent in the society today. 

Also for enhancement the learning levels of children. a friendly and healthy 

environment to promote all round development of children especially girls coming 

from oppressed and marginalised backgrounds. 

Under this scheme new schools would be constructed having the good 

infrastructure and all the basic facilities such as clean and drinking water, a good 

and helpful non- teaching staff and highly motivated teachers which would ensure 
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that children are comfortable and learning well.  

SSA promotes girls education so as to overcome the gender gap and give them 

equal opportunities and also ensure their overall development. The government 

has come out with good programmes so as to attract children towards education 

but lacks it its implementation. 

Although this has been a mass movement to increase the enrolment in primary 

school, but due to lack of funds it has failed at certain places. May be these funds 

were not utilise properly that’s why the schools were deficient of funds. Also SSA is 

not working well in each and every part of the country. Various economic and 

social problems and lack of communication between Centre and State 

governments and lack of awareness have led failure of SSA at many places. 

 
Mid- Day Meal Scheme 

 
With the aim to enhance enrolment, retention and attendance as well as nutritional 

levels of children the National Programme of Nutritional Support to Primary 

Education was launched as a Centrally Sponsored Scheme on 15th August 1995. 

In 2001 MDMS became a cooked Mid Day Meal Scheme under which every child in 

every Government and Government aided primary school was to be served a 

prepared Mid Day Meal with a minimum content of 300 calories of energy and 8-

12 gram protein per day for a minimum of 200 days. The Scheme was further 

extended in 2002 to cover not only children studying in Government, Government 

aided and local body schools, but also children studying in Education Guarantee 

Scheme (EGS) and Alternative & Innovative Education (AIE) centres. 

Even Mid Day meal scheme has received a lot of criticism on the part the quality of 

food being deliver is low and in most of the cases children get ill or in worse cases 

children get hospitalize due to the poor and unhealthy quality of food being served 

to them in their schools. In some cases, these mid-day meal kitchens are being 

operated by contractors as the government could not the same within the schools. 

Mahila Samakhya Programme 

Launched under the objectives of National Policy of Education in the year 1988 it 

aimed to remove the prejudices of the past regarding the status and position of 
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women in the society. It was basically to empower women and giving them the 

equal status in the society. 

Through educating girl child it would helped to achieve equal participation of 

women in developmental issue to increase their self-esteem and self-confidence 

and help them to establish a positive image in the society. 

Scheme to Provide Quality Education in Madrasas 

It is aimed to improve learning among Muslim students so as to enable them to 

have a formal education in subjects like science, social sciences, language and 

mathematics, increasing the capacities of libraries in terms of books to be 

provided. Also provide them with science and mathematics kits. 

Scheme for Infrastructure Development in Minority Institutes (IDMI) 

 

This scheme was initiated to enhance quality education to minority children in 

private aided and unaided minority institutions. As a part of this scheme the 

government will fund the development of the infrastructure of private aided and 

unaided minority institutions up to 75% to strengthen the facilities such as 

classrooms, science and computer labs, library rooms, toilets, clean and drinking 

water and hostel buildings especially for girls. 

Integrated Child Development Services (ICDS) Scheme  

It was launched on 2nd October 1975 with the aim to improve the nutritional and 

health status of children in the age group of 0-6 years. Also this programme 

ensured to reduce the incidence of mortality, morbidity, and malnutrition and 

school dropout. It’s one of the world’s largest and most unique programmes for 

early childhood development. The following points mention the objectives and 

services of this massive programme. 

Objectives: 
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 To improve the nutritional and health status of children in the age-group 0-

6 years; 

 To lay the foundation for proper psychological, physical and social 

development of the child; 

 To reduce the incidence of mortality, morbidity, malnutrition and school 

dropout; 

 To achieve effective co-ordination of policy and implementation amongst 

the various departments to promote child development; and 

 To enhance the capability of the mother to look after the normal health and 

nutritional needs of the child through proper nutrition and health 

education. 

Services: The above objectives are sought to be achieved through a package of 

services comprising of supplementary nutrition, immunization, health check-up, 

referral services, pre-school non-formal education and nutrition & health 

education. 

District Primary Education Programme (DPEP) 

The programme was launched in 1994 to revitalise the primary education system 

and achieve the compulsory education for all. Under this initiative Rs.40 crore 

investments was done per district over a period of 5-7 years.  Being an externally 

aided project where 85% of the costs are met by Central Government and the 

remaining by the concerned State Government.   

Though this programme has opened more than 1, 60,000 new schools and the 

school infrastructure was also developed. The Gross Enrolment Ratio (GER) for 

Phase-I states was around 93 to 95 per cent for the last three years. The enrolment 

of girls has shown significant improvement. But very recently enrolment might 

have increased but DPEP was short of funds. 

Despite so many efforts by the government and huge part of the fund being spent 

on primary education desirable results has not been observed. In the previous 

portion a detailed view of the government policies have been mentioned just to 
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give an idea that much effort is being put by the government so as to cover the 

children from various backgrounds and religions and teach them accordingly. Still 

the government needs to work a long way by implementing these schemes and 

programmes more effectively. 

In addition to the efforts done by the government side a number of Non 

Governmental Organizations(NGO’s) have played a significant role in establishing 

the importance of primary education and imparting it to those who are deprived of 

it due to various reasons. 

PRATHAM-was started in Mumbai in 1990’s with the efforts of UNICEF and 

Mumbai Municipal Corporation with the aim of providing quality education to 

underprivileged children on India. There programmes ensure that Enrolment in 

schools increases, learning in schools and communities increases, The education 

net reaches children who are unable to attend school and Models are replicated 

and scaled up to serve large numbers of children to achieve a large scale impact. 

Pratham has also become a powerful voice in the area of educational reform. 

The Annual Status of Education Report (ASER) facilitated by Pratham is referred to 

by the Central and State Governments for formulating various plans and policies. 

Our senior team leaders are members of important policy making 

bodies both at the Central and State levels, including the Governing Council of the 

Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan. 

A number of NGO’s are formed as a result of rising level of awareness among the 

citizens which might belong to various strata of society and coming from a number 

of diverse fields and profession. Some of the NGO’s like Make a Difference gives 

opportunities to college level students to interact with underprivileged children 

for few hours a week and teach them very basic aspects such Hindi, English, 

Creative arts and also help them understand the importance of education. 

Teach for India is another initiative where outstanding college graduates and other 

professionals teach full time for two years in low income schools. These highly 

motivated individuals bring sense of positive change in these kids. 
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Smile Foundation empowers underprivileged children and youth through relevant 

education, innovative healthcare and market-focused livelihood programmes. 

Smile to deploy best possible methodology and technology for achieving ideal SROI 

(social return on investment), to practice and promote good governance. To link 

business competitiveness of the corporate with social development initiatives, also 

to sensitize privileged children, youth and citizens in general to promote Civic 

Driven Change. 

Now the upcoming NGO’s not only focus delivering basic primary education to 

children but also focuses on other aspects like developing interests in other fields 

so as to facilitate their overall development. They also focus on making them aware 

about current socio-economic issues which affect them of which they are not 

aware at times. 
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4. Results and Discussions 
 

4.1 Findings from the literature 

Reading intensively through the material available via reports and annual surveys 

a strong background was established in the area of education, the role of NCERT 

and its functioning and how it designs the curriculum keeping the key points in 

mind. 

The website of Ministry of Human Resource and Development (HRD) was the key 

and only authentic source available to understand its role and mission. It helped to 

understand the various schemes which it has under the sections of primary and 

secondary education their functioning and various other aspects related to those 

schemes. 

The ASER-2011(Annual Status of Education Report) played a very important role 

in the research as it explained that how the government was lacking in the 

effective implementation of its schemes and programmes. It gave a clear idea that 

utilisation of the government funds was not the sole criteria for judging that 

effective learning was taking place, because even after spending huge chunks of 

money the results were speaking a different story altogether. 

ASER helped me to understand that the effectiveness of a system can be increased 

or decreased by changing a variety of factors. But to clearly identify these, we first 

need to have a measure of effectiveness of the system. This is only possible if the 

system defines the outcomes it wants and works towards achieving them. If 

construction of toilets and ensuring that they function is the desired outcome that 

the system is aiming for, then the system will respond accordingly as long as there 

are no other conflicting factors such as lack of water. If the idea is to ensure that 

children learn reading, writing, arithmetic, a focused system can achieve this. If we 

further want the child to be free of fear, able to think and express, that can be done. 

But for all this, the system must function and it should be capable of receiving 

messages and translating them effectively into appropriate action. 
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Studying the various reports which were available to explain the current status of 

primary education gave a clear insight into the topic. At one end of the spectrum, 

there is Kerala with practically every child completing elementary school and 

transitioning to secondary school; and almost every school having at least five 

teachers and five classrooms. At the other end, there is Bihar where only one out of 

two children in the relevant age group is in school; the majority of children 

entering school fail to complete an elementary  cycle; many schools  are 

understaffed; and teachers are often untrained and given little academic support. 

Disparities exist not only at State level but also within the districts. Primary 

schools functioning vary within the same district also. There are schools where 

teachers don’t come to take classes whereas on the other hand there are no 

children in schools even though the records mention student’s enrolments in high 

numbers. Schools are lacking in basic facilities such as clean and safe drinking 

water and proper benches for the students to study. Also schools are operating in 

privately owned buildings due to the lack of government buildings. 

Reports show that children who are enrolled in government primary schools 

usually come from economically and socially backward families. Therefore hardly 

any attention is paid back at home which does not produce good results at schools. 

Children are often involved in household work at a very young age which diverts 

their attention from studies and they start neglecting it. Even parents hardly pay 

any attention when it comes to studies because even they being uneducated can’t 

help their kids. There is a serious lack of commitment and motivation from the 

parents’ side.  

Even teachers are really frustrated with the system as they are overloaded with 

work and not much time is left at their disposal which they can devote to students 

and help them out in their studies and other matters too. There are no 

arrangements for children with special needs henceforth they are deprived with 

the basic minimal education. 

The current system suffers from ample number of loopholes. A common plan to 

curb these problems might be implemented but certain region specific problems 

need proper evaluation and then only solutions can be recommended. 
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4.2 Finding from the fields and impact on the theoretical focus of the project 

Field visits helped to establish a clearly depicted the current scenario of primary 

education in India. Field visits gave a transparent insight into the system. Visits to 

primary government schools in the villages of Nankari and Madhena showed the 

working of schools there. On one hand where the Nankari primary school lacked 

only in terms of teachers whereas on the other Madhena primary school lacked 

attention from the side of parents. There are two schools operational in Nankari 

i.e. one primary school from class 1 to 5 and one junior school from class 6 to 8. He 

made me understand the functioning of the Nankari Primary School. There is no 

fault in the functioning of Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan (SSA). And there is no lack of 

funds from the government for the maintenance and working of the school in 

terms of books, uniforms, bags for the students and the building maintenance. The 

major problem is the lack of teachers and the current available teachers are also 

over-burdened with work such as election and census duty at times. Also as per 

Right to Education Act the pupil teacher ratio of 30:1 is not being followed. About 

120 students are enrolled in the primary school and they come under the 

supervision of 2 teachers and 2 sub-teachers which are non-graduates. The ratio of 

number of boys: girls are 70:50. Even though all the other basic facilities are there 

is no medical facility available in the school or even in nearby areas. 

On the other hand in Madhena primary school the teachers highlighted that 

students don’t turn up regularly and make excuses which affects the whole class as 

it becomes pointless teaching 2-3 students. Also they have lot of work apart from 

school related work such as census duty and election duty which hardly leaves any 

time for the students. Because 90% of the children come from labour class they are 

deprived of parent’s attention at home which at the end affects their studies. 

Slowly they start losing interest in their studies and leave school when they are in 

class 4or 5. A major point which was identified at Madhena primary school by the 

teachers was that as per the government norms all students should be passed 

because of this most of the students don’t study and take things for granted and 

hence not gaining anything productive. Parents of the children at Madhena 

primary school said that they don’t feel studying is important to be successful and 
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well-established in life. Also they did not have that many resources to support 

their children education and they are hardly aware about government schools in 

their own area and the schemes operational there. As some of the students do 

really well in their primary school they cannot continue further because they are 

not aware how to about the whole process.  

Overall it can be established and we can say that there are a number of reasons for 

the current primary education system of India. Problems on the part of 

government such as lack of implementation of these schemes properly, poorly 

developed infrastructure and lack of highly motivated teachers worsens the 

problem. Lack of awareness among parents and rigid attitudes of parents adds to 

this situation. And the only ones to get affected by this are the children which 

ultimately affects their overall development. 

4.3 Gap analysis  

The major reason is improper implementation of these schemes by the 

government and utilisation of funds. Even after spending a major amount of the 

union budget on education especially on primary education we haven’t achieved 

anything considerable. There is a major gap of communication between Centre and 

State governments and even State and local governments. No cross checking is 

done to see whether funds are being utilised properly or not. Parents who enrol 

their children in primary government schools have no idea about the available 

schemes and schemes when has only single girl child. Therefore huge amounts of 

money in the form funds get wasted. There is no authority to check these over 

comings.  

There is no account with the government of those children who migrate from one 

place to another and stay in a particular school only for a given period of time. This 

migration is due migrating jobs of their parents. At the end of the day what we gain 

is nothing even after spending so much money.  

Even though dropout rates have declined but only marginal change has been seen 

from 1999-2001. Most of the states have done well in enrolling more children but 

the lack of efficiency on part of schools to retain those children continues to be a 
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serious problem. Table 1 indicates dropout rates from1999-2005 showing a 

reduction of 10.5 percentage points from 39.0% in 2001-2002 to 28.5% in 2004-

2005.  Still we need to go a long way as dropout rates in primary schooling in India 

remain high. This raises many questions about the role of government in 

improving the current pattern of primary schooling in our country. 

Table 1: Drop Out Rates (%) in Primary Education, 1990 to 2005 

 

Year 
Primary (Grades 1-5) 

Boys Girls Total 

1990-1991 40.1 46.0 42.6 

1995-1996 41.4 43.0 42.1 

2001-2002 38.4 39.9 39.0 

2002-2003 35.9 33.7 34.9 

2003-2004 33.7 28.6 31.5 

2004-2005 31.8 25.4 28.5 

 

(Source: GoI. (2007a) Selected Educational Statistics, 2004-2005. New Delhi: 

Department of Higher Education, Ministry of Human Resource Development.) 

Even though various reasons have been identified that why children dropout of 

schools but the predominant reason being children not interested in studying due 

to lack of motivation. Reasons for dropping out of school are mentioned in Table 2. 

Also children are being engaged in wage labour and home-based work was another 

major reason. A substantial  number  of  children  were  found  to  be  dropping  out  

because education  was  not  considered  necessary,  they  had  to  support  

household  income (especially urban boys) or they had to attend to domestic 

chores (girls in particular). 

Table 2: Reasons for Dropping Out of School (%), 1998-1999 (Age 6-17 years) 

Reason for Dropping Out Males Females 

Urban Rural Urban Rural 

School far away 0.3 1.4 1.2 7.5 

Education not necessary 2.4 2.3 5.4 4.3 

Required for work at home or outside for 

cash/ kind 

 

21.9 

 

28.4 

 

20.8 

 

26.2 Costs too much 15.2 13.3 17.0 11.4 
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Not interested in studies 42.5 40.0 30.2 24.8 

Repeated failures 6.0 5.3 6.1 3.7 

Other 5.9 5.5 14.3 18.2 

Don’t know 5.7 3.8 5.1 4.0 

 

(Source: IIPS [International Institute for Population Sciences] and ORC Macro 

(2000) National Family Health Survey (NFHS-2), 1998-99, Mumbai: International 

Institute for Population Sciences.) 

Several researches have proved that poor quality of teaching that takes place in 

primary government schools is also responsible for increase in number of 

dropouts from schools. Even after studying till class 5 basic skills children are 

unable to do basic arithmetic or reading of texts which is another reason that 

parents can withdraw their children from schools. Sometimes they are not 

comfortable in the environment of the classroom and find difficult to catch up with 

their peers. Lack of attention at home by parents and continuously failing in the 

same class makes the child feel low and he or she thinks that it’s better to give up 

education as he or she is not learning anything and wasting time only. The 

following figure 1 indicates the learning level of children in various areas of 

arithmetic, reading and comprehension. 

Figure 1: Learning Levels of Children in Grades 1-8 

Learning Level      

Reading: % Children who CAN read 

 
Std. 

 
Nothing 

 
Letter 

 
Word 

Level 1 

(Std 1) 

text 

Level 2 

(Std 2) 

text 

 
Total 

I 38.4 38.3 16.1 4.0 2.6 100 

II 14.2 30.1 32.5 15.0 8.3 100 

III 6.3 16.5 29.3 28.0 19.9 100 

IV 3.2 8.9 18.7 31.7 37.6 100 

V 2.1 4.9 11.9 28.1 53.0 100 

VI 1.3 2.5 6.7 22.9 66.6 100 

VII 0.8 1.5 4.1 17.5 76.1 100 

VIII 0.6 0.9 2.3 12.6 83.7 100 

Total 9.9 14.8 16.5 19.8 39.0 100 
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Arithmetic: % Children who CAN 

 
Std. 

 
Nothing 

 

Recognise 

numbers 

 
Subtract 

 
Divide 

 
Total 

I 53.8 38.5 5.7 2.1 100 

II 26.1 49.0 18.9 6.0 100 

III 13.5 38.0 33.3 15.2 100 

IV 7.5 24.6 37.4 30.6 100 

V 4.7 16.0 34.0 45.3 100 

VI 2.9 10.1 28.5 58.5 100 

VII 1.9 7.5 23.3 67.4 100 

VIII 1.2 5.0 18.8 75.8 100 

Total 16.1 25.7 24.6 33.6 100 

 

 
Comprehension: % Readers (Level 2) who CAN 

 Writing: % Children who 

CAN correctly write 
 

 
 

Std. 

 
Answer at 

least one 

question 

 
Answer 

both 

questions 

 

Solve at 

least one 

word 

problem 

 

Solve 

both 

word 

problems 

 
 

 
 

Std. 

 
One simple 

dictated 

sentence 

III 89.0 80.3 78.7 64.2  I 15.6 
IV 92.3 84.3 82.0 67.5  II 35.9 
V 95.1 88.5 86.9 74.4  III 56.9 
VI 96.2 90.4 89.3 77.6  IV 74.4 
VII 97.0 92.2 91.2 80.3  V 83.5 
VIII 97.9 93.3 93.0 83.7  VI 90.0 
Total 95.6 89.6 88.4 76.7  VII 93.5 

 

(Source: Pratham (2007) Annual Status of Education Report (Rural) 2006.  New 

Delhi: Pratham. Available from: 

http://www.pratham.org/aser2006/Annual%20Status%20of%20EducationRepor

t%20(Rural)%202006%20Full%20Report.pdf) 

Overall in a nutshell we can say that even though the government is spending 

money on primary education development but it’s doing only its half job. The 

government is not paying attention towards the learning levels of these children 

and try to figure out that why these children are dropping out of school. Also to see 

what kind of atmosphere they are surviving in back at home and even in 

classrooms. It also needs to revise the curriculum which is being followed in 

http://www.pratham.org/aser2006/Annual%20Status%20of%20EducationReport%20(Rural)%202006%20Full%20Report.pdf)
http://www.pratham.org/aser2006/Annual%20Status%20of%20EducationReport%20(Rural)%202006%20Full%20Report.pdf)
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schools. Lack of highly motivated teachers in schools makes the position of these 

children even more vulnerable. This scenario will keep on worsening if these gaps 

are not addressed properly. 
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5. Recommendations, Scope and Strategy for Implementation 

 

5.1 Recommendation & Scope 

After a basic study of the whole scenario it has been realized that a lot of 

improvement needs to be made when it comes to implementation of these 

schemes. In most of the cases children who are enrolled in government primary 

schools come from an economically and socially backward background therefore 

they are hardly aware of the schemes available. The two main agendas we need to 

work on in co-ordination with the government are implementation of these 

schemes more effectively and continuous assessment and upgradation of the same. 

Firstly we need to make the masses aware of major schemes i.e. Sarva Shiksha 

Abhiyan and Mid day meal scheme. Secondly we need to create an environment 

where individuals are conscious about the events happening around them and 

especially youth who can play key role in bridging the social and economic gaps in 

our primary education system.  

We have to work with the hope that we will surely achieve a positive change. As 

long as we are positive in our approach we can surely achieve 100% literacy. The 

way the schemes have been planned out we need them to make more accessible to 

the masses then only high enrolment will be achieved. Also we need to make sure 

that children who are coming to schools learn something.  Our aim is not increase 

enrolment and show good data in files but too ensure quality primary education to 

all those who enrol themselves with primary government schools.  

We need to make sure that Parents encourage their children to go to school and 

make them realize the importance of education in one’s life. There are many 

parents who themselves haven’t attended school but still understand the 

importance of education whereas on other hand there are many who don’t 

appreciate the current system of schooling and have withdrawn their kids out of 

schools. With youth run and youth led organizations we can achieve to change the 

mind-set of parent. 

Teachers and administrators who play a key role in the whole system of delivering 

education, their role needs to re-define and changes need to be brought in their 
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working and recruitment. They need to be highly motivated and well versed with 

their work so that they can deliver the right work. 

All the above recommendations will take time to show their desired results as it’s 

not a one day plan but need to be carefully implemented. Then only we can ensure 

quality education for all and a system which works effectively in the same 

budgetary allocation by the central and the state governments. 

 

5.2 Flowchart (Strategy) for implementation 

1) Recommendation: Proper utilisation of funds in schemes such as Sarva 

Shiksha Abhiyan and Mid day meal Scheme. 

Scope: The above recommendation will ensure that whatever funds are 

being allocated by the Centre are being utilised to the fullest by the state 

governments. No funds are being left out and all the money being put to use 

for the development and implementation gives out productive results in the 

form quality education for the children. 

Flowchart: The given flowchart tells how the funds should be allocated so 

as to ensure proper implementation of these schemes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Funds released by Ministry 

of Human Resource and 

Development to the States. 

The States allocate these funds 

directly to schools so that no 

mis use takes in between by 

officials. 

Schools utilise these funds accordingly as per the demand. Also 

spend 10% of the funds to spread awareness via advertisements 

and notice boards both in English & Hindi. 

States take monthly account of 

the funds being allocated to 

schools via reports which will be 

delivered by schools & 

inspection by state authorities to 

see the funds utilizations.  

The State would upload the 

monthly reports on their 

websites and answerable to 

Centre through the reports.  
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2) Recommendation: To improve the efficiency of teachers who play a key 

role in primary education system. 

Scope: The above recommendation will help to enhance classroom teaching 

and attention per child would also increase. Also as they are a large number 

of unemployed teachers they would also get employment when this 

recommendation comes to play. Proper technical training to Teachers will 

help them to handle day to day affairs at school well and give them more 

time to their job. 

Flowchart: The flowchart mentions that how Teachers should be trained 

and how recruitment should be done. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1) Recommendation: To create an environment of consciously aware citizens so 

that they are aware of their roles. 

Scope: This recommendation enhances the role of citizens as parents, teachers 

and youth. It focuses how through formation and fully functional school and 

village management committees we can achieve a system where each and 

Teachers in the state schools should be 

recruited via a fair means of 

examination & after their selection they 

should be trained for a year by State 

Council Educational Research and 

Training (SCERT) so as they tackle all 

obstacles at school easily.  

After they are employed at school they 

should give weekly updates to the 

Headmaster of the school. Each teacher 

should be assisted with a co-teacher so 

that the work load can be divided.  

Regular feedback should be taken 

from students by parents so that it 

helps to improve the working on 

part of the teachers. And same 

should be reported through 

Parent-Teacher meetings. 
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every individual can be questioned when he/she does not carry out  his/her 

work properly. 

Flowchart: The following flowchart is applicable to both rural and urban areas. 

Though there is a difference in the working in both it aims to bring both rural 

and urban areas primary schooling at par with each other. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

School Management 

Committees (SMC’s) 

It would be an 11 member 

committee consisting of 

teachers, headmaster, parents 

and one official representing the 

state government. 

The committee would look into 

matters of budget allocation and 

their utilisation by monthly 

inspection of infrastructure and 

other facilities. And will be 

answerable to State’s Education 

Department. 

Department of 

State Education. 

SMC’s would carry out weekly trips 

to the areas are working in so that 

they make citizens aware of new 

government schemes. 

Youth would help SMC’s 

in making citizens aware 

through street plays. 
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6. Suggestions for future work 
 

Given the limited time for conducting the research various areas need to be 

researched more deeply and carefully. Since study on this area has been already 

been done we need to make changes in the current system by creating mass level 

awareness and how one can achieve the same in a country like India. India being a 

diverse country the same set of protocols cannot be applied everywhere. We need 

to understand the demands and needs of variety of people that exist in our country 

and ensure that their sentiments are not harmed. 

A thorough study needs to be done so as to understand the psychology of parents 

and how they look at education. Since a child spends maximum time with their 

parents they learn and unlearn a lot from them. Therefore we need to make sure 

that what parents pass on to their children helps them to grow well in all spheres 

of life. As we all know that children who are enrolled with primary government 

schools belong to lower class families efforts in the form of research should be 

done that how can we ensure that these children remain regular to school since 

they keep migrating from one place to another. 

We need to develop a level of understanding where parents have a say in their 

child’s education and are aware of various efforts by government so as they can 

take full advantage of all the schemes. 

It can be summarised by saying that we need to make masses aware of the current 

government schemes. Also serious efforts need to made by the government by 

successful implementations of these schemes by creating awareness. Education 

being a matter which concerns all can be achieved at all levels when efforts are 

pure and sincere and everyone feels that it’s the right everyone holds to free and 

compulsory education. 

The following paragraph mentions about the tasks which can be done for future 

work. ways to implement these schemes more effectively at all levels and how to 

create awareness among the citizens so as they can take full advantage of these 

schemes. Also how can we change the rigid mindset of people have towards 
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education and realize them it’s not  a way to earn a package of lakhs but a way 

through which we can improve our way of living and thinking. We need to 

overcome the gaps such as the increase number of dropouts in primary schooling. 

Also careful study needs to be done to understand these various gaps and then 

only come with practical solutions. 
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7. Conclusion  

 

Primary education is a matter of serious concern and plays a key role in one’s 

overall development. The present status of education in our country is raising 

significant questions on part of the government and also on part of the citizens. 

The efforts by Ministry of Human Resource and Development needs to be 

appreciated for initiation of mass programmes like Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan and Mid 

Day Meal scheme so as to ensure free and compulsory primary education for all. 

On the other the loopholes which exist in the current schemes when it comes to 

implementation of these schemes. The two months basic research indicates that a 

considerable amount of work needs to be done in area of primary education 

especially in rural areas.  Our aim is not to utilise government funds but also to 

produce qualitative results. We need to be sure of the fact that quality learning 

takes place. Each child who comes to schools learns a new thing each day and goes 

back home happily. Apart from focussing on working of these schemes effectively 

attention needs to be paid parents and teachers which play a key role in this whole 

system. A look has been made on the curriculum being followed and how 

important role it plays in teaching. The role of NCERT is important and we need to 

keep in mind that when curriculum is being designed it also caters to the needs of 

special children. The whole situation can be summarised by saying that there is no 

quick fix solution which can ensure a perfect system for primary education both in 

rural and urban areas. Continuous evaluation and upgrading needs to be done for 

the effective functioning of schemes of at all levels so as qualitative learning takes 

place along with proper utilisation of government funds so that the preliminary 

gaps identified in this two month research can be resolved. 
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9. Appendix A 

Meetings and Interviews 

Date: June 14, 2012 

Time: 10:05 AM 

Duration of Discussion: 12 minutes 

Discussion [Please use bullets]: 

Updated my mentor about the progress done so far. 
 
The guidelines followed by NCERT during the designing of its primary education 
curriculum and which is also followed by other state boards. 
 
Action Items before next discussion: 
To keep the mid interm ready as per the study done till date. 
 
 To do the basic study about current status of primary education in India. (2 days) 
 
The other task mentioned in the guidelines still to be discussed with sir. 
 

 

 

Date: July 2, 2012 

Time: 12:00 PM 

Duration of Discussion: 15 minutes 

Discussion [Please use bullets]:  
 
Updated my mentor about the progress done so far. 
 
Briefly discussed the current status of primary education in India and the 
loopholes in the current system. 
 
Also proposed my plan of making different proposals for urban and rural areas in 

primary education. 

 

 Sir also mentioned that why parents take their children out of schools or don’t 

send them either. 
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Action Items before next discussion: 
 
Sir asked me to work on the final proposal keeping in mind all the issues to be 
entertained. 
 

Visiting primary schools in rural areas and talking to children, parents and teachers.  
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Appendix B 
 

Table 1: Progress in Education in India since 1950. 

 

Indicators 

1950- 

1951 

2000- 

2001 

2001- 

2002 

2002- 

2003 

2004- 

2005 

 

No. of Elementary Schools 

 

223,600 

 

845,007 

 

883,667 

 

897,109 

 

1,042,251 

No. of Teachers in Elementary Schools 

(in millions) 

 

0.624 

 

3.22 

 

3.39 

 

3.49 

 

3.75 

Enrolment in Primary Schools 

(in millions) 

 

19.20 

 

113.83 

 

113.90 

 

122.4 

 

130.8 

Enrolment in Upper Primary Schools 

(in millions) 

 

3.00 

 

42.81 

 

44.80 

 

46.9 

 

51.2 

Enrolment in Elementary Schools 

(in millions) 

 

22.20 

 

156.64 

 

158.70 

 

169.3 

 

182.0 

 

(Source: GoI. (2007a) Selected Educational Statistics, 2004-2005. New Delhi: 

Department of Higher Education, Ministry of Human Resource Development. ) 

Table 2: Current Attendance Rates of Children Aged 5-14 (per 1000) by State. 

States Rural Area Urban Area Rural + Urban Area 

 Male Female Male Female Male Female 
Andhra Pradesh 902 824 911 911 905 846 
Arunachal Pradesh 720 667 886 914 742 696 
Assam 875 868 900 843 877 865 
Bihar 691 574 805 764 700 593 
Chhattisgarh 854 750 890 867 858 764 
Delhi 970 908 885 913 895 913 
Goa 937 964 937 938 937 954 
Gujarat 870 779 924 910 887 818 
Haryana 905 812 923 878 910 827 
Himachal Pradesh 961 936 980 936 962 936 
Jammu & Kashmir 909 827 978 860 926 835 
Jharkhand 781 692 908 928 799 728 
Karnataka 876 840 950 931 898 866 
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Kerala 962 983 987 993 968 985 
Madhya Pradesh 803 699 908 874 825 736 
Maharashtra 872 874 931 915 893 889 
Manipur 922 911 978 963 937 925 
Meghalaya 834 892 971 887 850 891 
Mizoram 924 932 990 987 952 955 
Nagaland 948 924 929 924 941 924 
Orissa 827 753 882 875 837 768 
Punjab 896 883 900 878 897 882 
Rajasthan 853 681 824 803 847 710 
Sikkim 929 966 923 825 929 954 
Tamil Nadu 976 939 975 958 975 946 
Tripura 856 910 868 911 857 910 
Uttarakhand 889 850 914 882 895 856 
Uttar Pradesh 806 730 789 803 803 743 
West Bengal 831 814 848 871 834 824 
Andaman & 

Nicobar Islands 

 

964 
 

990 
 

984 
 

955 
 

972 
 

976 

Chandigarh 841 917 959 938 942 935 
Dadra & Nagar 
Haveli 

 

937 
 

722 
 

966 
 

863 
 

939 
 

733 

Daman & Diu 992 998 941 956 975 984 
Lakshadweep 902 892 991 960 945 927 
Puducherry 965 966 983 987 977 981 
India 835 767 890 879 847 792 

 

(Source: GoI. (2006b) Status of Education and Vocational Training in India 2004-

05. NSS 61st Round (July 2004-June 2005), Report No. 517. New Delhi: 
Ministry of Statistics and Programme Implementation.) 

 
Table 3: Enrolment of Children with Disabilities,  
2003-2005. 
 

Grades All Areas Rural Areas Urban Areas 

2003 

1-5 772,922 684,054 8,8868 

6-7/ 8 197,394 158,366 39,028 

1-7/8 970,316 842,420 127,896 

2004 

1-5 1,341,800 1,187,677 154,123 

6-7/ 8 411,245 341,577 69,668 

1-7/8 1,753,045 1,529,254 223,791 
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2005 

1-5 1,015,803 892,191 123,612 

6-7/ 8 381,404 260,260 121,144 

1-7/8 1,397,207 1,152,451 244,756 

 
(Source: NUEPA. (2007b) Elementary Education In  
 
India. Progress Towards UEE. Flash Statistics. DISE  
 
data, 2005-2006. New Delhi: NUEPA) 
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Rakshak Foundation is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization headquartered in Santa 

Clara, California. It partners with Rakshak Foundation NGO, New Delhi, India. It 

researches different public policy issues and creates awareness about them. Rakshak 

Foundation sponsors Seminars on public policy matters, sponsors activities to involve 

the youth in social issues including volunteerism and supports programs to help the 

needy. Rakshak’s Summer Internship Program is aimed at providing an opportunity to 

highly motivated college students to work on complex real life social/national 

problems under the mentorship of experts and policy makers. 
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